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Abstract. Let AT be a compact subset of the complex plane C , and let P(K)

and R(K) be the closures in C(K) of polynomials and rational functions with

poles off K, respectively. Suppose that R(K) ^ C(K), A is a nonpeak point

for R(K), and g is continuous on C and C1 in a neighborhood of A . Then

P(K)g + R(K) is not dense in C(K). In fact, our proof shows that there are

a lot of smooth functions which are not in the closure of P(K)g + R(K).

For a compact subset K of the complex plane let C(K) denote the Banach
algebra of complex-valued continuous functions on K with customary norm.

Let P(K) and R(K) denote the closures in C(K) of analytic polynomials and

rational functions with poles off K, respectively. In [T2], Thomson proved the

following interesting result.

Thomson's Theorem. // R(K) ¿ C(K), then ~zP(K) + R(K) is not dense in

C(K).

The purpose of this paper is to show that Thomson's method works in more

general cases. We prove the following generalized result.

Main Theorem. Assume that R(K) ^ C(K) and X is a nonpeak point for R(K).

Let g be a continuous function on C. Suppose that dg (d is the Cauchy-

Riemann operator in the plane) is continuous in a neighborhood of X. Then

P(K)g + R(K) is not dense in C(K).

Before going further, we need to introduce some notation. For a compactly

supported complex Borel measure p the Cauchy transform of p is the function

p defined by

p(w) = j (z -w)~x dp(z).

This function is locally integrable with respect to the area measure dA. If a
function / is analytic at oo , then / can be represented by its Laurent series

fi(z) = /(oo) + ax(z- z0)~l + a2(z - z0)-2 + • • •

in a neighborhood of infinite. We define /'(oo) to be ax and ß(f, zo) to be

a2. The number /'(oo) does not depend on zn, but ß(f, zn) does depend

on the choice of zo.
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We fix a compactly supported function g and a compact subset K. A closed

square 5 with edge length d is called light if

dist(/j, R(S n K)) < d4.

A square is heavy if it is not light.

We will borrow the coloring scheme and notation from §2 of [T2]. We shall

let C, c be positive numbers, that may change from one appearance to the

next.

Let 0 be a smooth function with compact support; the localization operator

7¿ is defined by

wm,iffi^m^dm
where / is a continuous function on Coo • One can easily prove the following

norm estimation for T$ :

|| VU < CU/11 diameter(supp0)||a0||.

Therefore, the operator 7¿ is a bounded linear operator on C(K). Let M be

the space of finite complex Borel measures (= C(K)*). Then 7^ is a bounded

linear operator on M. Moreover, if p £ M, then

\\T¡p\\ < Cdiameter(supp0)||.30||||,u||

and

JT4>fdp = I fdT¡p.
Consequently, T£p±R(K) for each measure p±R(K). For basic facts of 7^,

see [G].

Lemma 1. Let g be a Cx Junction with compact support. Then g £ R(K) if

and only if dg = 0 on the set of nonpeak points for R(K).

Proof. Using Theorem 3.2.9 [B, p. 166] and Theorem 3.3.4 [B, p. 173], we easily
prove this lemma.

Lemma 2. Let g be a C1 Junction with compact support and \dg(z)\ > c > 0

in an open disk O containing K, and let S be a light square with center 0

(£ K : polynomial convex hull of K) and edge length d (for d small enough).

Let a and ß be two complex numbers such that \a\ < 1 and \ß\ < 1. Then

there exists a function f in C(Coo) such that the following hold:

(1) 11/11 <C;
(2) / is analytic off S ;
(3) /(oo) = 0;
(4) f'(oo) = ad;

(5) ß(f,0) = ßd2;
(6) \jfdp\ < Cd3\\p\\ for each measure plR(K).

Proof. Let 4> be a smooth function supported in the disk of radius j centered

at zero such that:

(a) Ojç (p < 1 ;
(b) ||90||<Ci;

(c) S4>dA = Ç.
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Let 0i = 0(z + f ) and 02 = <¡>(z - f ). Let fi = T^.g for j = 1, 2. Then

and

/;(oo) = -ljgd4>jdA = ±Jdg<t>jdA

ß(fj,0) = -^J zgdtPj dA = ̂ j zdgcbj dA .

There is a constant r5 > 0 such that for zx, z2 £ O and \zx-z2\ < ô (we may

assume that d <2S)

\dg(zx)-dg(z2)\<e
16||ÖS||

Set

D= fdg(pxdA f zdg(b2 dA- í dgcb2 dA Í zdg<j)X dA.

We have the following computation:

/ 0i dA / z02 dA- I <p2dA \ z$x dA

=  Í(t>dA f (z + ̂ )(f>dA- f4>dA Í (z-Ç\4>dA

On the other hand,

j dg<j>x dA Í zdg<j>2 dA- j dg(0)cfix dA J zdgfc dA

<ej<f>xdAJ \zdg\fa dA < -jL-c2.

It follows from last two inequalities that

D-0g(0)*£-s

Hence, \D\ > ^c2. Let256l

x = n

U = -71

d j zdg<t>2 dA

Ö '
d2Jdg<f>2dA

D

s a  d'    2      d5   2
< 4-c  =-c-1024 256

dJzdg<pxdA
~n D

d2 ¡dg4>xdA

D
W =71

Thus,

|jr|, \y\, \u\, \w\ <Cj.

Using Green's formula, we see that
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Hence, ||7^g|| < Cd. Suppose that gx and g2 are as follows:

gx = xfi + yf2    and    g2 = ufi + wf2.

Then \\gx||, ||g2|| < C. Set fi = agx + ßg2 . It is easy to check that / satisfies
(l)-(5). For (6), we have the following estimation:

\jgjdp <C^jfidp + C±||/2d/i|

<c\\jgdT;xp\ + c\\¡gdT¡2p

< (c^\\T;ip\\ + c^\\T;2p\\^dist(g,R(SnK))

<Cd'\\p\\.

Using the last lemma and the same techniques in §3 of [T], one obtains the

following lemma.

Lemma 3. Let Ô, e > 0 and \a\, \ß\ < 1. Let D be the open disk with center 0
and radius S. Suppose that there exists a sequence of light squares from 0 to oo

(see [T2] for definitions). Then there exists fi in C(Coo) such that the following

hold:

(1) 11/11 <C;
(2) / is analytic off D ;
(3) /(oo) = 0;
(4) /'(oo) = aô ;

(5) ß(f,0) = ßo2;
(6) | j fidp\ < e\\p\\ for each measure plR(K).

Theorem 4. Suppose that R(K) ^ C(K) and X is a nonpeak point for R(K).

Let g £ C(Coo) have continuous first derivatives in a neighborhood of X and

dg(X) t¿ 0. Let U be the set of points around which there is a sequence of heavy

barriers (see [T2] for definitions). Then X £ U.

Proof. Choose r50 > 0 so that \dg(z)\ > c > 0 on 0(X, So). Suppose X is
not in U. Then there exists a sequence of light squares from A to oo for

R(K n 0(X, So/2)). Therefore, we may restrict our attention to the algebra

R(KnO(X,ô0/2)).
We use a similar argument in the proof of Theorem 4.11 of [T]. Let e be

r52 and a = 1 and ß = 0. Using Lemma 3, we have functions fg satisfying

conditions (l)-(6). Let gs(z) = (z-X)fis(z)/f's(oo). Using Maximum Modulus
Principle, one easily sees that ||£,$|| < C. A normal family argument shows that

there exists a sequence of {ôn} such that

ft,-(x)-/(x)«{^
z±X,

z = X,

pointwisely when 6n —> 0.
From Theorem 11.6 of [G, p. 56], one can construct a measure v carried on

the set of peak points for R(KC\0(X, So/2)) such that for each rational function

r with poles off K n 0(X, Ôq/2) we have r(X) = / rdv .   Let p = u - ôx .
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Then p±R(K n 0(X, 6o/2)) andp{X} = -1 since X is a nonpeak point for

R(K n 0(X, So/2)) (see [G, Theorem 4.5, p. 205]). Using Lemma 3 again, we
get

<Ef\\(z-X)p\\<Cön\JgsJß = ¿-\j fSn({z-X)dp)

It follows from Lebesgue's dominating theorem that / f dp = 0. Hence,

\l-f)dp = p{X} = 0.
/'

This is a contradiction.

Using the same proof as in §4 of [T2], one can show the following theorem.

Theorem 5. Let g be as in the main theorem. From the last theorem, we see that

U t¿ 0. Then for each X £ U there exists a measure px such that px±R(K),

Px{X} = 0, and p(X) = ¡Jpdpx for each polynomial p.

Therefore,

\p(X)\ = \l zpdpÁ =      (zp + r)dp; < Cx\\zp + r\\K ,

Moreover, there exists ô = ö(X) > 0 such that 0(X, S) c U and

\p(w)\ < CxWzp + r\\K

for each point w £ 0(X, ô). Hence, for each compact set B c U, there exists
a constant C > 0 so that

\p(w)\ < C\\zp + r\\K

for each point w £ B.

Suppose that A is a nonpeak point for R(K). Since U is an open set, from

Theorem 4, one can choose a constant S > 0 such that A = 0(X, ô) c U. Next
we will fix this S .

Corollary 6. Suppose R(K) ^ C(K) and X isa nonpeak point for R(K). Let g

be as in the main theorem and |9^(z)|>c>0o«A. Let h be a Cx function

on A. Suppose that dh/dg is not in R(K nA) (notice that X is a nonpeak

point for R(K(lA) ; hence, R(KnA) ^ C(^TnA)). Then h is not in the closure
of P(K)g + R(K).

Proof. Suppose that h is in the closure of P(K)g + R(K). Then there exists a

sequence of polynomials {p„ } and there exists a sequence of rational functions

with poles off K such that png + rn -* h uniformly on K. It follows from the

facts^ after Theorem 5 that pn uniformly converges to an_ analytic function p

on A. Therefore, {r„} uniformly converges to r on KnA and h=pg + r on

K n A. Since h -pg is C1 on A, we can extend r into a C1 function on A
and

dh = pdg + dr.

Using Lemma 1, we see that dr = 0 on the set of nonpeak points for R(KnA).

Hence, dh/dg £ R(K n A). This contradicts our assumption.
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Corollary 7. Suppose that R(K) ^ C(K).  Then the Junction z2 is not in the

closure of P(K)z + R(K).

Corollary 7 partially answers the question asked by Thomson at the end of

his paper [T2].

Proof of our main theorem. Choose ¿0 > 0 such that g is C1 on 0(X, So).

Case 1. Suppose that dg = 0 on the set of nonpeak points for

R(K n 0(X, So)). Using Lemma 1, we see that

g£R(KnO(X,S0)).

Hence, P(K nO(X, S0))g + R(K n O(X,S0)) is R(K n O(X,ô0)) which is not

C(K n 0(X ,Sq)). Thus, P(K)g + R(K) is not dense in C(K). _

Case 2. Suppose that there exists a nonpeak point Ao for R(K n 0(X, do))

such that dg(Xo) ^ 0. Choose S > 0 such that \dg(z)\ > c > 0 on Ä =

0(Ao, ô). Let 0 be a smooth function with support in A, and let h be T^g.

Then dh = <¡>dg; hence, there are a lot of smooth functions h such that

dh/dg £ R(K n A). From Corollary 6, one sees that the closure of P(K)g +

R(K) is not equal to C(K).
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